Abstract
Resource Allocation Model (Q-RAM) [38] . A key to the success is the ability to integrate the QoS requirements into resource management/scheduling decisions in such a way that the overall "benefit" of the system is optimized. The techniques based on the traditional hard real-time systems become inefficient or inadequate when QoS requirements are imposed on the systems.
To quantify the QoS requirements, some statistic information such as the average deadline miss rate is commonly used. Although the statistical deadline miss rate can ensure the quality of service in a probabilistic manner, this metric can be problematic for some real-time applications. For example, for certain real-time systems, when the deadline misses happened to some tasks, the information carried by those tasks can be estimated in a reasonable accuracy using techniques such as interpolation. However, even a very low overall miss rate tolerance cannot prevent a large number of deadline misses from occurring in such a short period of time that the data cannot be successfully reconstructed. To avoid possible severe consequences, one can always treat the system as a hard realtime system. The problem, however, is that when the system is overloaded (this is especially common when energy conservation techniques such as DVS are applied to the system, as reducing the processor voltage/frequcies will increase the execution times of the tasks and thus easily cause the systems to be "overloaded"), the approaches for hard real-time systems are no longer valid as deadline missing will become inevitable in such kind of scenarios. As a result, critical information that cannot be reconstructed may be lost, thus the service quality can be severely degraded from the user's perspective.
To provide deterministic QoS to the real-time system, the system should not only support the overall guarantee of the QoS statistically, but also be able to provide a lower bounded, predictable level of QoS locally. The (m, k)-model, proposed by Hamdaoui et al. [14] , can serve well for this purpose. According to this model, a repetitive task of the system is associated with an (m, k)(0 < m ≤ k) constraint requiring that m out of any k consecutive job instances of the task meet their deadlines. A dynamic failure occurs, which implies that the temporal QoS constraint is violated and the scheduler is thus considered failed, if within any sliding window of k consecutive jobs less than m job instances meet their deadlines. Due to its intuitiveness and capability of capturing the deterministic QoS requirements, (m, k)-model has been widely studied, e.g., [5, 35, 14, 39, 15] .
In this paper, we study the problem of reducing the overall energy consumption for real-time systems under the (m, k)−constraints. In order to guarantee the (m, k)−constraints be satisfied all the time, a key aspect of this problem is to judiciously partition the jobs into mandatory jobs and optional jobs such that as far as all the mandatory jobs can meet their deadlines, the (m, k)-constraints can be ensured. We proposed two approaches to address this problem. In the first approach, the mandatory/optional partition is conducted statically. The mandatory jobs are carefully procrastinated with the purpose of merging the idle intervals so that the processor can be shut down effectively. In the second approach, we dynamically adjust the mandatory/optional job partitioning to accommodate the dynamic nature of real-time embedded systems. In particular, a look-ahead strategy is proposed that can more accurately estimate the workload and therefore make better decisions in the mandatory/optional job partitioning. Moreover, considering the variations in job execution times at runtime, we also developed a new dynamic reclaiming approach with looking forward technique that can incorporate some previous work [4, 22] to improve the energy saving performance. Different from the previous works [20, 26, 36, 7, 9, 8] that use the so called "critical speed" as the lower bound to optimize the overall energy, we found that executing the jobs with speed lower than the critical speed can sometimes be more beneficial in overall energy savings. With a practical processor model and technology parameters [17] , our experiment results show that our approach significantly outperformed the existing research in energy saving performance while providing the (m, k)-guarantee.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses about the related work. Section 3 introduces the system models and some preliminaries. Section 4 introduces our static approach. Section 5 introduces our dynamic approach. The effectiveness and energy efficiency of our approaches are evaluated in section 7. In section 8, we offer the conclusions and future work. 
The power model
In a CMOS circuit, the power consumption includes both dynamic and static components during its active operation. The dynamic power consumption (P dyn ) mainly consists of the switching power for charging and discharging the load capacitance, which can be represented [6] as
where α is the switching activity, C L is the load capacitance, V is the supply voltage, and f is the system clock frequency. The static power (P leak ) can be expressed [29] as
where I leak is the leakage current which consists of both the subthreshold leakage current and the reverse bias junction current in the CMOS circuit. Leakage current increases rapidly with the scaling of the devices and becomes particularly significant with the reduction of the threshold voltage. Therefore, the leakage power consumption is becoming a major part of the the active power consumption (P act = P dyn + P leak ) in future CMOS circuits with low supply voltage and high transistor density.
To reduce the overall energy consumption, one common method is to use the so called critical speed [20] (denoted as s crit ) to minimize the active energy of executing a job. From [20] , using a processor speed higher or lower than the critical speed will consume more active energy than the one using the critical speed to complete the same workload.
The DVS processor used in our system can operate at a finite set of discrete supply voltage levels V = {V 1 , ...,V max }, each with an associated speed. To simplify the discussion, we normalize the processor speeds to S max , the speed corresponding to V max , which results in S = {S 1 , ..., 1}. We assume that C i is the worst case execution time for task τ i in the highest voltage mode. Therefore, if τ i is executed under speed S j , the worst case execution time for τ i becomes
The processor can be in one of the three states: active, idle and sleeping states. When the processor is idle, the major portion of the power consumption comes from the leakage which increases rapidly with the dramatic increasing of the leakage power consumption. Shutting-down strategy, i.e., put the processor into its sleeping state, can greatly reduce the leakage energy. However, it has to pay extra energy and timing overhead to shut down and later wake up the processor. Assume that the power consumptions of a processor in its idle state and sleeping state are P idle and P sleep , respectively, and the energy overhead and the timing overhead of shutdown/wakeup is E o and t o . Then the processor can be shut down with positive energy gains only when the length of the idle interval is larger than T th = max(
. We call T th as the shut down threshold interval.
Meeting the (m,k)-constraints
A key problem for meeting the (m,k)-constraints is to judiciously partition the jobs into mandatory jobs and optional jobs [35] . The partition can be done statically or dynamically. Two well-known partition strategies proposed are the deeply-red pattern (or R-pattern) and evenly distributed pattern (or E-pattern) [31] . One example of mandatory/optional job partitioning with R-pattern and E-pattern for a given task set is shown in Figure 1 .
The most significant advantage of applying static patterns is that they enable the application of theoretic realtime techniques to analyze system feasibility. The problem, however, is its poor adaptivity in dealing with the run-time variations, which is inherent in many real-time applications. As shown, the R-pattern assigns the first m jobs as mandatory and tends to generate longer idle intervals, which are more beneficial for powering down the system dynamically. It has been proved that as long as all mandatory jobs selected from R-pattern can meet their deadlines, the mandatory jobs selected from any other (m, k)-pattern can also meet their deadlines [31] . The mandatory/optional partitioning according to E-pattern has the property that it helps to spread out the mandatory jobs evenly in each task along the time. Interested readers can refer to [31] for more technical details about the R-pattern and E-pattern. Based on the mandatory/optional job partitioning, in the following sections, we introduce our static and dynamic approaches to reduce the overall energy consumption while ensuring the (m, k)-guarantee.
The static approach
In our static approach, we first decide the mandatory job set based on E-patterns. As shown in [31] , with the E-patterns, a minimal number of mandatory jobs are determined. Therefore, no energy is wasted to execute jobs that are nonessential for the (m, k)-guarantee. Moreover, since E-pattern in general helps to spread the workload evenly, it helps to better reduce the processor speed.
Once the mandatory jobs are determined with the E-pattern, we could scale down the processor speed for all tasks with the feasibility condition introduced in [31] . Since executing the job with the critical speed can minimize the active energy consumption when completing the same job workload, here we try to scale the processor speeds for all tasks as low as (but not below) the critical speed s crit and use them as the predetermined speeds for the mandatory jobs. Note that, even after scaling down, there still exist a large number of idle intervals due to the potentially higher than necessary speed assignment. Some of them will be too short for the processor to shut down. Even if some idle intervals are longer than the shut down threshold T th , too many idle intervals will also increase the energy consumption significantly due to the overheads of frequently shutting down and waking up the processor. In our static approach we try to reduce this part of energy by procrastinating the execution of some mandatory jobs.
Mandatory jobs procrastination
Procrastinating the execution of mandatory jobs can help extend or merge the idle intervals [21, 26] . However, it might potentially cause some other mandatory jobs with lower priorities to miss their deadlines. In addition, delaying the mandatory jobs not sufficiently might generate new scattered idle intervals that can not be shut down. The problem then becomes how to determine the maximal delay to merge the idle intervals without causing any mandatory jobs to miss their deadlines. In the following, we introduce two sufficient conditions to help identify the delays for mandatory jobs. Before that, we first introduce the following definitions. Note that here we borrow the concept of level-i busy period from [24] to represent the busy period under EDF scheme. And it is shown in [13] that the length of the first level-i busy period is independent of the scheduling algorithm and must be the smallest t such that the accumulated level-i workload within the interval [0,t] equals t.
Moreover, we have the following Theorem. 
(The proof is provided in the Appendix part A.)
Based on Theorem 1, given a real-time system T with tasks ordered by increasing value of D i , the maximal tolerable blocking factor B i for each task τ i under E-pattern satisfying Equation (3) can be computed by: (Similar theorem can be established based on R-patten as well and the maximal tolerable blocking factor under R-pattern can be found in the same way.)
where L i is the length of the first level-i busy period in which only mandatory instances of tasks with deadlines less than or equal to D i execute.
It is not hard to see that the blocking factor B i computed by Equation (4) can satisfy Equation (3) . Moreover, although the definition of B i in Theorem 1 is based on Stack Resource Policy [41] and the Dynamic Priority Ceiling Protocols [11] , it can also be used in our system model to implement procrastination on the mandatory jobs, which is stated in the following theorem (The proof is provided in the Appendix part B): 
no mandatory job in M will miss its deadline.
The proof can be done based on Theorem 2 and is provided in Appendix part C. Theorem 3 provides one method to calculate the latest time that the upcoming mandatory jobs can be delayed without incurring any deadline misses for the mandatory jobs. Moreover, given that B i is available, we can also develop another method to identify the maximal delay for a mandatory job set, as stated in Theorem 4 (The proof is provided in Appendix part D). 
where J s consists of mandatory jobs from J with arrival times earlier than T B but later than t 0 , hp(J i ) are the jobs with equal or higher priorities than J i and
The fundamental difference between our technique in Theorem 4 and the one in [26] is the way that the effective deadline d * i is defined. From Equation (7), the effective deadline for a mandatory job is prolonged with the blocking factor B p of the next mandatory jobs. This in turn will allow the mandatory jobs to be delayed further. While it might not be always energy efficient to delay the mandatory jobs to the maximal extent, having larger delay interval can provide us more flexibility in determining the most energy efficient speeds for jobs online. Note that since both Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are sufficient conditions, the larger one from equation (15) and (6) can be used as the latest starting time t d for the upcoming mandatory jobs. Finally, since our sufficient conditions in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 do not depend on whether the system is idle at time t or not, so they can be used to compute the maximal delay for the upcoming mandatory job set not only when the processor is idle, but also when the processor is busy at time t, which will be very useful for our dynamic approach introduced in Section 5.
One example
As an example, consider a the task set of three tasks (τ 1 = (8, 8, 4, 2, 4); τ 2 = (18, 18, 7, 2, 4); τ 2 = (14, 14, 6, 1, 2)). Assume all tasks are executed with the highest speed, i.e., s 1 = s 2 = s 3 = 1. The task schedule for mandatory jobs determined with E-pattern is shown in Figure 2 (a). If we assume the shutdown threshold T th = 10, as seen in Figure 2 (a), 2 idle intervals were generated at t = 21 and t = 45 respectively and neither of them can be shut down.
However, if we apply Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 at t = 21, as shown in Figure 2 (b), the future mandatory jobs can be delayed to t d = 32 and as a result the two short idle intervals can be merged into a longer one which can be shut down safely. (Here according to Equation (4), B 1 = 4, B 2 = 1, and B 3 = 4. So at t = 21, by applying Theorem 3, the future mandatory jobs can be delayed to t = 32. Note that, when applying Theorem 4, task τ 2 alone can be delayed further because at t = 21, T B = 40 and from Equation (7), the effective deadline for τ 2 is d * 2 = 52, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Therefore the effective starting time for τ 2 can be up to t = 45. However, since in Theorem 4, according to Equation (6), the latest starting time for the upcoming mandatory jobs, i.e., T LS (J ), is constrained by all future mandatory jobs arriving before T B , T LS (J ) should be chosen such that the deadlines of all upcoming mandatory jobs could be ensured. Consequently the latest starting time computed with d * 2 = 52 is still t = 32.)
The algorithm for static approach
Based on Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, the algorithm for our static approach can be formulated as followed. 
Shut down the processor and set up the wake up timer to be (t d − t cur ); 6: end if 7: else if J i is the only job in the ready queue then 8: Run jobs in the ready queue with their predetermined speeds according to EDF; 17: end if
As shown in Algorithm 1, a timer is maintained to keep track of time and wake up the processor after a specified time interval. At current time t cur , if the processor begins to idle, we compute the latest starting time t d for the upcoming mandatory jobs and shut down the processor if (t d − t cur ) > T th . Otherwise we will schedule the mandatory jobs with their predetermined speeds according to EDF scheme. One special case for the latter one is whenever there is only one mandatory job in the ready queue, by delaying the upcoming mandatory jobs to t d , we can always use the available time to scale the speed of J i as low as s crit first. If there is still extra idle time before t d and it is larger than T th , we can shut down the processor during this idle interval (Line 6 -Line 9). Otherwise instead of letting the processor idle during this interval, we can utilize the remaining time to reduce the speed of J i as low as possible to achieve further energy savings (Line 11).
Note that the difference between our static approach and the approach in [21] is that the approach in [21] is based on individual job procrastination upon its arrival, while our approach is based on computing the latest starting time for the whole upcoming mandatory job set at any time. As stated in the proof procedure of Theorem 2, in our approach, the procrastination time for any of the upcoming mandatory job J i is not necessarily B i time units in practice even if the processor is idle at r i . On the contrary, in the approach from [20] , each job J i is always procrastinated by Z i time units only if the processor is already in the sleeping state at r i (interested readers can refer to [20] for more details). Consequently, to guarantee the schedulability of the task set, one additional constraint has to be imposed on the procrastination time Z i for each task τ i , i.e, ∀k ≤ i, Z k ≤ Z i . As a result, the procrastination time Z i achievable in the approach from [20] is rather pessimistic. Generally our approach can predict the idle interval length and shut down the processor more efficiently than the approach in [20] . Moreover, when (m, k)−constraits are imposed to the system, the utilization based condition in [20] to compute the procrastination time Z i is not applicable any more while our approach can be applied with more general system model.
The dynamic approach
The advantages of the static approach introduced above are that the mandatory job set is the minimal, and the mandatory jobs are evenly distributed with respect to each task. However, even though the mandatory jobs for each task are evenly distributed, the overall mandatory workload are not necessarily evenly distributed. Moreover, since E-pattern tends to separate mandatory jobs away from each other, it may generate a large number of idle intervals. It is thus desirable that the mandatory jobs be determined dynamically to improve the energy-saving efficiency.
The general algorithm for dynamic approach
Our dynamic approach is shown in Algorithm 2. In general, our dynamic approach consists of two phases: an off-line phase followed by an online phase. During the offline phase, to ensure the (m, k)-constraints, the feasibility of the task set under R-pattern is tested according to Theorem 1 in [25] . Then based on it, for schedulable task sets, the speeds for the mandatory jobs for each task are scaled down as low as s crit at the task level and will be used as predetermined speeds for the mandatory jobs. Then the blocking factor B i for each task under the R-pattern is computed using the method similar to that in Theorem 1.
During the on-line phase, two job ready queues are maintained, i.e., the mandatory job queue (MQ) and the optional job queue (OQ), with jobs in MQ always having higher priority than those in OQ. Upon arrival, a job, i.e., J ip ∈ τ i is determined as mandatory job or optional job based on the execution results of the k i − 1 jobs in the most recent history. It is determined as mandatory only if one more deadline miss will incur dynamic failure. The mandatory jobs in MQ will generally be executed with their speeds predetermined during the off-line phases. However, whenever there is zero or only one mandatory job in MQ, opportunities exist to update the execution speed for the upcoming mandatory jobs and save energy consumption more aggressively. More details of this method can be found in Section 5.2.
In our dynamic approach, not only the mandatory jobs but also the optional jobs can be executed. The execution of optional job has great potential in help reducing the overall energy consumption. For example, some optional job with actual execution time much shorter than its worst case can also meet its deadline with speed lower than its predetermined speed. And that will help to reduce the possibility of having to run mandatory jobs at higher processor speeds in the future. However, executing the optional job might incur extra energy cost, which needs to be addressed carefully. Otherwise, the energy reduction achieved from executing the optional job might not be if J i is the only job in MQ then 15: Run J i with energy efficient speed s i determined in Section 5.2 non-preemptively; 16: else 17: Run jobs in MQ with their current scaled speeds according to preemptive EDF; 18: end if 19: end if able to compensate the energy cost. Therefore, it is not only important to choose an appropriate optional job to execute, but also to determine the appropriate speed to execute the job. We introduce our method in choosing the optional job and its speed in section 5.3.
If no optional job is qualified to execute and the predicted idle interval is longer than the shut down threshold T th , we shut down the processor and set the timer to be the idle interval length.
Update the predetermined speeds for mandatory jobs
When there exists only one mandatory job, i.e. J i , in MQ, from Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we can see that the speed of J i can be scaled safely so long as J i finishes no later than t d . One comman strategy is to scale the speed of J i as low as s crit . If there is still available time, then the upcoming mandatory jobs are procrastinated and the processor is shut down if the length of idle time before t d is larger than T th . However, this strategy is not necessarily always the best strategy in saving energy.
Consider a task set consisting of two tasks (τ 1 = (20, 20, 5, 2, 4); τ 2 = (40, 40, 15, 1, 2)). Assume the task set will be executed on the Intel XScale processor model [17] . According to [7] , the power consumption function for Intel XScale [17] can be modeled approximately as P act (s) = 1.52s 3 + 0.08 Watt by treating 1GHz as the reference speed 1. And the normalized critical speed in such a model is about 0.3 (at 297 MHz) with power consumption 0.12 Watt [7] . We assume the shut down overhead to be E o = 0.8mJ [7] . If the minimal processor speed is 0, the idle power consumption of the processor is 0.08 Watt and the corresponding shut down threshold is T th = 10ms.
The scaled speed for the task set under E-pattern is 0.5 and the schedule of the static approach is shown in Figure 3 (a). The energy consumption under the static approach is (1.52 × 0.5 3 + 0.08) × 40 + (1.52 × 0.3 3 + 0.08)×16.67+0.8 = 13.61mJ. The scaled speed for the task set under R-pattern is 0.625. As shown in Figure 3(b) , according to our optional job selection strategy in Section 5.3 (for brevity here we set the job selection control coefficient κ to be 1), our dynamic approach will choose to schedule the optional job for τ 2 first in the interval [0, 40] and scale its speed to be 0.375 (after completion, its dynamic pattern is updated from 0 to be 1). Then at time t = 40, the dynamic approach will schedule the job J 13 for τ 1 . Since J 13 is the only mandatory job in the ready queue and the latest starting time t d for the future mandatory job(s) is 72, there is enough space to scale the speed for J 13 to s crit and shut down the processor upon completion of J 13 at t = 56.7. Then at time t = 72, the processor will be waken up and continue to execute J 14 at its predetermined speed 0.625. The energy consumption within the hyper period for the schedule in Figure 3 However, a different schedule in Figure 3 (c) which, instead of shutting down, uses the available space to help scale the speed of J 14 to s crit = 0.3 and keeps the processor idle for the rest of the time, has energy consumption of (1.52×0.375 3 +0.08)×40+0.12×33.33+0.08×6.67 = 10.92mJ, which is 15.6% lower than that in Figure 3(b) . Moreover, another schedule in Figure 3(d) uses the idle time to further reduce the speeds for job J 13 and J 14 to 0.25, which is below the critical speed, can achieve an additional 3.3% energy reduction compared with the schedule in Figure 3 (c) (the energy consumption in Figure 3 In this example, we can see that the approach in Figure 3 (b) considers only reducing the speed for the current job J i . When looking forward, it might be more beneficial for the future mandatory jobs to compete for the available idle time to scale their speeds instead of shutting down the processor. With this in mind, we proposed a look-ahead approach which incorporates the speed information of the future mandatory jobs in scaling the speed of the current job J i and shutting down the processor when necessary.
Specifically, when the current job J i is ready, we temporarily scale its speed as low as s crit first, i.e, set its current speed s i = max{ J LA to be considered. For simplicity, we call it look − ahead job and denote it as J la .) Specifically, we need to consider three cases: 
If the remaining time space t rem = (t d − f i − (C la −C la )) is longer than T th , then we shut down the processor at f i and set the wake up timer to be t rem (here C la is the worst case execution time of J la under s la ). Otherwise there is not enough space to shut down the processor if J la is scaled and we should reduce the speed of J i and J la as low as possible within [t cur ,t d ], as we did in Figure 3 Note that in case 1) and 3), the speeds of J i and J la can be scaled below the critical speed s crit (e.g., job J 13 and job J 14 in Figure 3(d) ). However, the energy efficiency can be better than the ones without looking-ahead. The overhead of this approach mainly comes from computing t d which has been shown to have very low online overhead in [26] .
Executing optional jobs
As stated before, when the mandatory queue MQ is empty, it can be energy beneficial to execute certain optional jobs in OQ. To choose the appropriate optional job to execute, we first introduce the following two definitions.
Definition 2 The Task Energy Intensity of each task τ i (denoted as T EI i ) is defined as
T EI i = m i E(s i ) k i T i (8)
where E(s i ) is the energy consumption to execute a mandatory job of τ i under its predetermined speed s i .

Definition 3 The Job Energy Intensity of a job J i (denoted as JEI i ) is defined as
JEI i = E(s i ) T i (9)
where E(s i ) is the energy consumption to execute job J i under its current energy efficient speed s i .
Note that if the optional job cannot meet its deadline, it does not help in energy reduction or pattern adjustment. To guarantee the optional job can meet its deadline, we run the selected optional job non-preemptively. The potential energy efficient speed s i for each optional job J i in OQ can be computed individually at the online phase by treating it as if it were the only ready job in OQ, similar to the speed determination approach in Section 5.2 (in this case the speed for the future mandatory jobs should also be updated correspondingly in the same way.)
Whenever a job completes and the MQ is empty, we first check each optional job J i in OQ by inspecting its job energy intensity JEI i under its potential energy efficient speed s i within the interval [t cur ,t d ]. Only those optional jobs with JEI i < κT EI i will be chosen as candidate jobs, where κ(> 0) is a user defined parameter to fine tune the optional job selections. Generally κ can be set to be 1 for energy saving purpose. But the user can also vary the value of κ to control the chances that optional jobs will be scheduled and thus provide the micro-tunable performance (QoS versus energy) levels that can be achieved without affecting the schedulability of the whole task set.
For each candidate job, we can then calculate its energy-gain/criticality ratio as ∆E(J i )/Cr i , where ∆E(J i ) = E(s i ) − E(s i ) and the criticality Cr i is the number of deadline misses allowed before a dynamic failure occurs to J i . Since the energy-gain ∆E(J i ) reflects the potential energy saving that can be achieved by executing the optional job and the criticality Cr i reflects the relative urgency to schedule the optional job in order to meet the (m, k)-constraint, the candidate job with the maximal ∆E(J i )/Cr i will be chosen to be executed.
Compared with the static approach, the dynamic approach can lead to more aggressive energy reduction due to its adaptive pattern adjustment and speed determination with the run-time conditions. To ensure the (m, k)-constraints can be guaranteed, we have the following theorem (the proof is provided in the Appendix part E):
.., τ n−1 } be executed in a variable voltage processor , where 
Dynamic reclaiming
When there are more than one mandatory jobs in the ready queue and some of them present actual execution times shorter than their worst case, slack times can also be available to be reclaimed among mandatory jobs. In [21] , the leakage-aware dynamic reclaiming approach was proposed to reduce the energy. The main idea is: assuming at time t, the processor is in sleeping state and the mandatory jobs J i arrives with an amount of available slack S i (t) with priorities higher than or equal to it, the slack time S i (t) is used to reduce the speed of J i to be no less than s crit such that the active energy of J i can be minimized (if S i (t) is not used up, the residue part can be used for dynamic procrastination).
However, minimizing the active energy alone might not be sufficient to reduce the total energy consumption. Consider a task set of three tasks {τ 1 = (15, 15, 3, 1, 1) ; τ 2 = (60, 60, 42, 1, 1); τ 3 = (60, 60, 6, 1, 1)} to be executed on the same Intel XScale processor model as above, the task worst case execution schedule, actual execution times and slack times are shown in Figure 4 (a). According to [21] , the procrastination time Z i for each task are Z 1 = Z 2 = Z 3 = 0. Also since the total utilization of the task set is 1, the static speed for each task is 1.
As shown in Figure 4 (b), at time t = 6, job J 31 began to execute with slack time S 3 (t) = 39 time units from higher priority job. Since the static speed s 31 of job J 31 is 1, it could be reduced to the critical speed s crit safely by reclaiming 7 time units from the slack time available. Since there is still slack time left, the rest slack time can be used to procrastinate J 31 . However, at t = 15, since Z 1 = 0 and the slack times from job J 21 and J 31 did not have priorities higher than or equal to job J 12 , according to [21] , J 12 could not be procrastinated in this case. The same situation also happened to J 13 at t = 30. Only when J 14 arrived at t = 45, since the rest slack times from job J 21 and J 31 had higher priorities than J 14 , they could be used to reduce the speed of J 14 to the citical speed s crit . And the residue part of the slack could be used to procrastinate J 14 to t = 50. As a result, the idle interval generated, i.e., [33, 50] 21 does not have priority higher than J 13 , but it can still be reclaimed by our algorithm to reduce the speed for the current job J 13 and the look-ahead job J 14 .
In this example, we can see that when reclaiming the slack time, it might be more beneficial to look into the future jobs to achieve better energy saving performance. With this in mind, we propose a look-ahead dynamic reclaiming approach by incorporating the speed information of the future jobs. Specifically, when the current job J i is ready with reclaimable slack time S i (t), we also temporarily scale its speed as low as s crit first, i.e, set its current speed s i to bes i = max{ J , the current speeds for J i and other mandatory jobs in J as well as that for the look ahead job J la might need to be updated, which can be classified into three cases:
In this case, it is not energy beneficial to shut down the processor at all and we should use the slack/idle time to scale the speeds of jobs in F J and J la as low as possible. The speeds of the jobs in J can be reduced in the same way as case 1) in Section 5.2.
• 2) 
If the remaining time space t rem = (t d − F J − (C la −C la )) is longer than T th , then we shut down the processor at F J and set the wake up timer to be t rem (here C la is the worst case execution time of J la under s la ). Otherwise there is no enough space to shut down the processor if J la is scaled and we should reduce the speeds of jobs in F J and J la as low as possible within [t cur ,t d ], as in case 1).
Note that in case 1) and 3), it is also possible that the speeds of jobs in F J and J la can be reduced to below the critical speed s crit , (e.g., job J 31 and job J 12 in Figure 4(c) ). Moreover, another difference between our dynamic approach and the approach in [21] is that our approach does not require the slack time S i (t) available to the current job J i have higher priority than J i . So the previous aggressive slack reclaiming approach that can steal slack from lower priority jobs (e.g., [3, 22] ) can be incorporated into our approach to achieve better energy efficiency.
Experimental results
Six different approaches are studied using experiments in this section. In the first approach, the task sets are statically partitioned with E-pattern, and the mandatory jobs are executed with the highest processor speed. We refer this approach as NoDV S and use its results as the reference results. In the second approach, the task sets are statically partitioned with E-pattern, but the speeds of the tasks are scaled down at the task level as low as possible, We refer this approach as DV S. In the third approach, the task sets are statically partitioned with Epattern, and the speed of the tasks are scaled as low as s crit at the task level, then the approach in [21] based on individual task procrastination is applied, we call this approach CSDV S-P. The fourth approach, namely LKST , is our static approach introduced in Section 4. The task sets are statically partitioned with E-pattern, and the speeds of the tasks are scaled as low as s crit . When the system is idle, we tried to delay the mandatory jobs with the approaches introduced in Section 4 and shut down the processor whenever necessary. Since the parameter controlled procrastination approach in [7] can also be applied to our static approach, in the fifth approach, we will also incorporate this strategy into our static approach with the parameter set correspondingly (according to [7] , the best value should be around 0.6 for our processor model), we refer this approach as LKST P . The sixth approach LKDN is our dynamic approach as explained in Section 5. In this approach, we dynamically vary the job patterns according to the run time conditions and reduce the job speed (below the critical speed when necessary) as well as shut down the processor whenever possible. Since the value of κ, i.e., the job selection coefficient in our dynamic approach, can affect the selection of optional jobs and thus the performance of the algorithm, we also vary the value of κ within the range of (0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2) to compare their performance. For the processor model we will adopt the same processor model as used in [7] , i.e. the Intel XScale processor. The parameters are the same as used in Section 5.2.
We first studied the energy consumption of these approaches based on the synthesized task sets. The periodic task sets tested in our experiments were randomly generated with the periods and the worst case execution times (WCET) of the tasks randomly chosen in the range of [10ms, 100ms] and [1ms, 30ms], respectively. The deadlines of the tasks were set to be less than or equal to their periods. The actual execution time of a job was randomly picked from [0.1WCET, WCET]. The m i and k i for the (m, k)-constraints were also randomly generated such that k i is uniformly distributed between 2 to 10, and m i ≤ k i . The total utilization, i.e., of length 0.1 and we randomly generate 50 feasible task sets for each interval. The energy consumption for each approach was normalized to that by NoDV S, and the results are shown in Figure 5 (a) and (b).
From Figure 5 (a), DV S will cause dramatic increase in the total energy consumption for low utilization intervals. For example, when the utilization is between [0.0, 0.1], the energy consumption by DV S is more than 60% of that by NoDV S. On the contrary, voltage scaling approaches with static energy and procrastination in mind can reduce the total energy consumption significantly. Moreover, with effective procrastination for the mandatory jobs and dynamic pattern adjustment, our static approach and dynamic approach can reduce the energy consumption further effectively. For example, compared with CSDV S-P, LKST can lead to a total energy reduction by around 10%. The LKST P has a marginal improvement over LKST and its energy consumption in some intervals can be slightly higher than that by LKST . Our dynamic approach LKDN can reduce the total energy more significantly. Compared with CSDV S-P, the maximal reduction can be around 26%. It is also noticed that during some low utilization interval the total energy consumption by LKDN is close to LKST and LKST P for small κ values. This is because, when the the system utilization is low and the value of κ is small, there is little chance to select candidate optional jobs and scale the speeds further. In this case, the procrastination and shut-down strategy will dominate. In some intervals, the energy performance of LKDN with very large value of κ is not the best either because in those cases LKDN optionally executed some redundant jobs. Although those jobs can help enhance the user perceivable QoS levels, they might also cost extra energy that cannot be completely compensated by the energy reduction from varying the job patterns. And it seems the overall energy is the lowest when κ is between [0.8, 1] and generally setting κ to be around 1 is reasonably good.
Due to the energy overhead of DPD and the dramatic increase of the static power, the energy consumption during the processor idle time will also account for a significant part of the total energy consumption. We are therefore interested in investigating how our approach can help reduce this part of energy. Figure 5(b) shows the average idle energy consumptions by the different approaches. Note that, our approaches, i.e., LKST , LKST P and LKDN can always lead to much better idle energy savings than the previous approaches. LKST and LKST P both consume much lower idle energy than CSDV S-P due to effective idle extension and merging. The performance of LKDN is even better because it utilizes the idle intervals more efficiently to help reduce the job speed (below the critical speed when necessary) and to facilitate shut-down. Compared with CSDV S-P, LKST and LKST P can reduce the idle energy by up to around 40% and LKDN can reduce the idle energy by up to around 78%. Also note that when the value of κ is relatively larger, the idle energy consumption for LKDN is relatively lower because in this case there are more chances that the idle time will be utilized to schedule the optional jobs. However, setting the κ value as too high, for example, let κ > 1, might cause too many optional jobs to be scheduled and increase the total energy consumption. Considering that, setting the value of κ to be around 1.0 tends to provide better performance in minimizing the total energy and idle energy consumption simultaneously.
Next, we tested our techniques in a more practical environment. The test cases contained two real world applications: webphone [40] , and INS (Inertial Navigation System) [1] . The timing parameters such as the deadlines, periods, and execution times were adopted from these practical applications. The actual execution times and the (m, k)-constraints were generated as we did for the synthesized task sets. Since the value of κ around 1.0 tends to have better performance for our dynamic approach, this time we fixed the value of κ to be 1.0. The normalized total energy consumptions and idle energy consumptions are shown in Figure 6 .
The experimental results based on the practical applications further demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches in saving energy. As shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b), for the webphone application, the static approach LKST and LKST P can reduce the total energy consumption by around 8% and idle energy consumption by about 30%. And the energy saving by the dynamic approach (LKDN) can be up to 15% for total energy consumption and up to 71% for idle energy consumption. For INS application, as shown in Figure 6 (c) and (d), the static approach LKST and LKST P can reduce the total energy consumption by about 12% and idle energy consumption by about 36%. And the energy saving by LKDN can be up to 23% for total energy consumption and 80% for idle energy consumption. 
Conclusions and future work
Low power/energy consumption and QoS guarantee are two of the most critical factors for the successful design of pervasive real-time computing platforms. While the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) techniques are efficient in reducing the dynamic power consumption for the processor, varying voltage alone becomes less effective for the overall energy reduction as the static power is growing rapidly. In this paper, we propose two approaches, a static one and a dynamic one, to reduce the overall energy consumption for real-time systems while guaranteeing the given QoS requirement in terms of (m, k)-constraints. The static approach determines the mandatory jobs statically and try to delay the mandatory jobs and shut down the processor whenever possible. The dynamic approach vary the job pattern dynamically during the runtime and determine the job speed in a more adaptive way. Through extensive simulations, our approaches outperformed previous research in both overall and idle energy reduction while providing the (m, k)-guarantee.
For the future work, we plan to expand our current research in the following directions:
• As we know, although our dynamic approach is efficient in reducing the overall energy consumption, it is very hard to predict the feasibility of the mandatory jobs accurately under the dynamic pattern. In this paper, we have adopted R-pattern to provide a bottom line of guaranteeing the schedulability of the mandatory jobs in the worst case (as shown in the proof of Theorem 5). However, this strategy can be kind of conservative as in practice the worst case might never happen. So in part of our future work we are trying to find better ways to predict the feasibility of our dynamic approach more accurately and thus further improve its energy efficiency correspondingly.
• As shown in [43, 37] , there is a dependency relationship between leakage and temperature and it plays an important role in both the power and thermal aware design. As part of our future work, we will explore minimizing the overall energy with leakage-temperature dependency awareness while still ensuring the (m, k)-guarantee.
• Since multi-core processors are becoming popular to improve the system performance for next generation real-time embedded systems, we would also tackle the issues of leakage-aware energy minimization on multi-core platforms with (m, k)-constraints. job executing at r − i . First, we show that such kind of procrastination on J i can guarantee the deadlines of all mandatory jobs. We use contradiction.
Suppose at time t , the first deadline missing happened to a mandatory job from the E-pattern. Let t 0 be the last time before t such that there are no pending mandatory jobs with release times before t 0 and deadlines before or at t . (Since no job is released before time 0, t 0 is well defined.) Let Φ be the set of periodic tasks that have periodic instances with release times and deadlines in [t 0 ,t ]. Then by choice of t 0 and t we have Φ ⊆ {τ 1 , ..., τ l(t −t 0 ) }. Then according to Baker's argument in [41] , the only mandatory jobs that can execute in [t 0 ,t ] are those of tasks in Φ, plus at most one instance of a task τ j that may block a task in Φ. There are two cases:
• 1) The system is idle at t − 0 : in this case, since t 0 must be the arrival time for some task τ x in Φ, τ j will be the virtual taskτ which will block/procrastinate some task in Φ for at mostcs time units, which, by definition, is bounded by B l (t − t 0 ).
• 2) The system is busy at t − 0 : in this case, τ j will be some task in T with deadline D j > (t − t 0 ). And according to to Baker's argument in [41] , the maximal time τ j can execute during the interval [t 0 ,t ] is bounded by B i for each task τ i in Φ and also by B l (t − t 0 ) in particular.
In [t 0 ,t ], there is no idle time after we introduce the virtual taskτ. And for every task τ i in Φ, the work-demand in [t 0 ,t ] is bounded by (
Since there is an overflow, the total work-demand for processor time
let t = t − t 0 , we have
which contradicts Equation ( 
Thus we have T LS (J ) − r i ≤ B i , i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1,
which means that, after delay, none of the mandatory job J i in J can be procrastinated more than B i time units. By Theorem 2, no mandatory job in M will miss its deadline.
D Proof for Theorem 4
Proof: To prove Theorem 1, we first introduce the following lemma. 
The rationale behind Lemma 1 is that if the accumulated workload from a mandatory job and all the higher priority mandatory jobs can be finished between the starting time and its deadline, the deadline of this job can be satisfied. In addition, the minimal latest starting time of all the mandatory jobs can certainly guarantee all the deadlines.
In [26] , Niu et al. extended Lemma 1 in computing the latest starting time based on information from only a subset J s of the jobs in M that arrive before the earliest deadline of upcoming mandatory jobs (so called delay bound and denoted as T B ). This approach has a much lower complexity and hence is more suitable for on-line purpose. However, as pointed out in [26] , the latest starting time computed by employing Equation (16) only for jobs arriving before T B may not be valid since the validity of latest starting time in Lemma 2 is ensured by employing ( 16) for every mandatory job in M . In this regard, Niu et al. proposed to use the effective deadline of a job (i.e. the time before which a job has to be finished such that it will not cause any other job to miss deadline) in place of the deadline in ( 16) . To keep low complexity of the algorithm, they simply defined the effective deadline for a job by its own deadline or the earliest arrival time of the upcoming low priority mandatory job, whichever is smaller.
Here in Theorem 4, in order to get larger value of latest starting time, we prolong the effective deadline for each mandatory job in J s with the blocking factor B p of the next upcoming mandatory jobs. And the proof of it can also be done based on Theorem 2, similar to that of Theorem 3. Specifically, assume the execution of all the upcoming mandatory jobs in J is delayed to T LS (J ), for each unfinished mandatory job J i in M , we consider two case:
• 1) r i > T B : in this case, by the definition of effective deadline in Equation (7), similar to the argument in Theorem 3, J i will be procrastinated by no more than B i time units. By Theorem 2, the schedulability of J i can be guaranteed.
• 2) r i ≤ T B : in this case, from Lemma 1, it is easy to see that the schedulability of J i can also be guaranteed.
E Proof for Theorem 5
Proof: The worst case scenario of Algorithm 2 happens when at certain time point t, each task τ i already had k i − m i missed deadlines before t. Then the next m i jobs of each task τ i should be designated as mandatory jobs consecutively in order to meet the (m, k)-constraint, which is equivalent to the R-pattern. Since T is schedulable with R-pattern under their predetermined speed, that means even under the worst case, the deadlines of all mandatory jobs of Algorithm 2 can still be guaranteed. the complexity of our dynamic approach mainly comes from three cases:
• 1) the current mandatory job queue (MQ) is empty: in this case we need to select the appropriate optional job from the optional job queue (OQ) to execute;
• 2) the current mandatory queue MQ is not empty but there is only one mandatory job in it: in this case we might need to update the speed of the current mandatory job;
• 3) there is more than one mandatory jobs in the current mandatory queue MQ: in this case, we just follow the general preemptive EDF scheme in scheduling the mandatory jobs in MQ with their current speeds.
In case 1) and case 2), we need to compute the latest starting time t d for the upcoming mandatory jobs as well as updating the speed of the look-ahead job. Give B i for task τ i can be computed offline, the online overhead of computing t d based on to Theorem 3 takes at most O(n) time. Moreover, as shown in [26] , the online overhead of computing t d based on to Theorem 4 is usually very small for periodic task sets. So the main overhead comes from the number of context switches in choosing the optional job to execute (in case 1)) or updating the speed of the current mandatory job (in case 2)) as well as updating the speed for the look-ahead job if necessary. Since in our algorithm each time we only need to consider at most n optional jobs in OQ or 1 mandatory job in MQ and at most 1 look-ahead job, the online complexity will not exceed O(n).
In case 3), the online complexity will not exceed O(n), either. 2
